Press release
Paris, 3 October 2018, 6 pm

Prodware Netherlands acquires Ctac’s
Microsoft Dynamics activities
Prodware Netherlands, part of the Prodware Group, has just
recently acquired Ctac’s Microsoft Dynamics activities.
Prodware Netherlands’ September acquisition marks Prodware’s willingness to strengthen its digital
footprint. The move brings Prodware additional offerings while reinforcing its market-ready portfolio of
innovative solutions intended for the trading, non-profit and manufacturing verticals.
Prodware’s unique value proposition, powered by Microsoft Dynamics technology and expertise, is
now strengthened with this recent acquisition. It will contribute in delivering performance and new
business growth paths for our customers.
Prodware’s strong commitment to innovation and customer satisfaction ensures continuity for our new
customers. Ctac’s valued Microsoft-ready professionals will enhance Prodware’s Microsoft Dynamics
knowledge base while serving and satisfying new and existing customers in the Netherlands.
“Microsoft welcomes consolidation in the Microsoft Dynamics 365 channel, as both the size of
customers that choose the Dynamics platform and the scope of projects increase, integral expertise
on the solutions is needed. We welcome partners that offer full platform innovative solutions with
strong added-value helping customers embrace and tackle the challenges of digital transformation.
Prodware’s acquisition of a division of Ctac will further empower Prodware’s existing and future
customers by delivering a value proposition which spans from business consulting to managed
services.” Jan Brouwer, Business Group Lead Dynamics, Microsoft The Netherlands
“We are a knowledge company but most of all we are customer minded and we warmly welcome our
new professionals and customers. With Ctac’s Dynamics division now on board we will continue to
create and transform Microsoft solutions for our customers with as much passion as expertise
leveraging these new synergies. We are looking forward with full confidence to possible further
collaboration with Ctac in the market.” Rob Sanders, Prodware Country Manager
Next publication: 2018 half-yearly results: Tuesday, 16 October 2018, after close of trading.
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About Prodware
Emboldened by three decades of solid experience and know-how in the field of IT innovation we have always
thrived on delivering value and expertise to our customers worldwide. Whether enabling ambitious Cloud
strategies, artificial intelligence driven decision-making tools or IoT applications, Prodware keeps paving the way
to innovation.
Prodware has embraced technology advances and breakthroughs helping companies step into the future by
building the business models of tomorrow across the manufacturing, retail & distribution, professional services
and finance verticals.
The Prodware group is a global company with regional offices in 15 countries with close to 1300 employees
generating 168 M€ in annual revenue in 2017. Prodware SA is listed on Euronext Growth and is eligible for the
FCPI investment fund and the PEA/PME share savings plan.
More information: www.prodware.nl and www.prodware-group.comwww.prodware-group.com

Contact
Prodware Netherlands B.V., Rob Sanders, Country Manager Prodware Nederland, rob.sanders@prodware.nl,
telefoon +31 418 683 500, +31 6 55480072
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